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LISA DAVENPORT
LISADAVENPORTDESIGNS.COM

omfort. The word itself brings so many images 
and feelings to mind. For me, it evokes memories 
of my children snuggling tightly into my chest, 
as we nestle deep under a down comforter on a 
cool morning. Then there’s my husband kissing 

my forehead when he sees distress in my eyes, my mother ’s 
homemade bread pudding, and of course my yoga pants and 
white T-shirt. All these images put me at ease as I find peace 
and simple contentment within. C
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Comfort
Imagine if the design of a space could conjure such feelings. That 
would be nirvana! Well, it can and it does—when it’s well de-
signed. This requires getting to the core of what “comfort” is to 
us. While we all have different ideas of what comfort is, we all ex-
perience design, we don’t just see it. Experiencing design means 

it must appeal to all our senses.  We need to enjoy the encounter 
of a space through seeing, touching, hearing, smelling and even 
tasting. Simply four of the five senses need to be heightened 
to achieve this ultimate success. It’s through a partnership with 
your designer that your perfect comfort space can be achieved.  
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with a rope at the threshold.” This philosophy, which Barbara also embraces, is embodied everywhere 
you look in this timeless interior that is refined without being a museum. Visual and tactile interest is 
brought into the living room in layers: an area rug softens the space among plush chairs from Wesley 
Hall and a sofa from Hickory Chair, all without hiding the luminous wood flooring. A dark cabinet 
with padded doors, the one heavy piece of furniture in the room, is balanced by the tall, wide windows 
opposite, with their attendant Pearson daybed. Barbara’s deliberate use of bold colors throughout 
achieves that ideal proportion that enlivens the room and breathes vitality into the space, rather than 
strangling the room’s atmosphere. She also created a focal point—missing from the architecture of 
this living room—by hanging three Osburn wall mirrors from Bassett side by side. The effect is be-
guiling, delightful and ultimately surprising, notes Barbara. “The room feels open yet grounded and 
absolutely pleasing,” she says.

This sensational combination of room enough to spread your wings yet still stay down to Earth 
infuses the foyer as well. Here, the room’s bright airiness is grounded by the deep wood of a Regina 
console table, which in turn is counterbalanced by delicate lamps and the simplicity of an Ablenay 
mirror from Uttermost in an antiqued gold finish. Staggered photographs from the client’s personal 
collection add interest to one’s journey up the stairs, like so many fascinating stepping stones.

Altogether, this collaboration between Barbara Fein and her clients perfectly captures a home that is 
meant to be lived in. “That sense of comfort and ease, that sense of home, was the goal for this space,” 
Barbara explains. They certainly succeeded in achieving that.
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Our different ideas of what comfort is make us unique. While many people 
align their ideas of comfortable spaces with those filled with plush furniture or 
cozy atmospheres, any space can be comfortable, even without those elements. 
For example, my comfortable kitchen is large, open and bright. It mixes highly 
polished modern elements with a spattering of rustic materials. It pushes the 
envelope and brings forth unexpected design components. It is easy to navigate 
and includes fresh flowers from my garden and a coffee pot with two cups ready 
to enjoy with a guest. The space wouldn’t be complete or comfortable without 
a deep relaxed chair tucked into the corner, next to a full-length window over-
looking the gardens. Add the scent of fresh apple pie drifting through the space 
while Motown plays softly in the background, and we’ve achieved my definition 
of comfort, or my signature style, Cashmere & Blue Jeans®. It’s a style that is 
authentic, polished, supple, rustic, refined, easy, time-honored and, well, just 
plain comfortable. 
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